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Mobile phones have been the key to communication in this busy society right from their time of
inception. So important have been the demands concerned to this product that the phones needed
to be evolved with features very often.  The different circumstances gave rise to different features
being included in the phone which have made the product sophisticated right from the basic model
to the smart phones which now have become the latest trend in the market. With each new
technological aspect developing into something new, a competitive company like HTC needs to give
its best no matter what.

Now HTC marvels its customers again by the new HTC Sensation XE.  HTC has been the first to
come out with an Android phone and since then has been promoting this technology by coming up
with better android phones This new SIM free unlocked phone is all set to take on the market and
give HTC an edge over the prevailing competition. This HTC Sensation XE is powered by the
combination of Android 2.3 Gingerbread OS and a 1.5 GHz dual-core scorpion processor which
gives this phone the kind of speed which is what the models of the segment are expected to deliver
at.

This device contains an 8MP camera which generates an image of 3264 X 2448 resolution
accompanied by auto focus and Dual LED flash making the process of capturing moments of life
very easy. There is a secondary VGA camera making the possibilities wider for the user by
providing video interfaces and other functionalities. The regular facilities of image stabilization and
geo-tagging need not be mentioned as they are a part of the standard product. This sleek 151 gm
phone has an S-LCD capacitative touch screen making it all the more attractive to the customers.

Unbeatable connectivity by GPRS, EDGE, HSDPA 3G and Wi-Fi guarantee the user to be in touch
no matter where. The process of data transfer too is smart with this phone as there are no hassles
regarding neither Bluetooth nor USB which is provided in the phone. These along with various other
features make this phone ideally suitable for the market. 
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